AUTO

BODY

REPAIRS

OW IT WORKS :
Involved in a major or minor accident and your vehicle needs repair or is hail damaged and you
are short of cash? look no further and contact the DOCTOR to solve both the repair and the
finance, DENT DOCTOR.
FINANCE YOUR REPAIR If you don’t have insurance and have to pay cash, not to worry as
80% of cars on the road don’t have insurance and Dent Doctor/FixEezi is here to assist.
With Dent Doctor’s Accident Finance Plan you can pay for your autobody repairs by applying for a
short-term loan with Capitec Bank.
Between Dent Doctor/FixEezi and Capitec, we will assist in the process for you, quickly,
easily and simply.

fill

Capitec Bank will pay FixEezi for the autobody repairs and
you will be informed of a date and time to book your car into
a Dent Doctor workshop.
* All makes and models of cars repaired both in
and out of warranty.
* Your vehicle will be repaired by a reputable, professional
Dent Doctor autobody repairer or an authorised agent of
Dent Doctor. It’s so much easier to finance the cost of the
repair. We will assist you getting finance through our partner
FixEezi/Capitec. Once approved, Capitec release the funds to
FixEezi whom will pay Dent Doctor once you have driven
away as a happy, satisfied customer.
* Bonus is that you still have seven days after you drive off
before the funds are released to Dent Doctor and every job
comes with a warranty on workmanship and paint.
DENT DOCTOR will arrange towing and oversee quality.

* DENT DOCTOR have been pioneers in the automotive
industry for approximately 30 years and have a reputable
consumer brand and the necessary experience required for
all repairs.
Dent Doctor prides themselves on professional service,
quick turnaround time and service excellence.

